MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: UTD/CTD for MAP/CAP 45-16(I) -- POC Use Cannot be Directed for Local Travel

1. **SYNOPSIS:** Adds wording to clarify that POC use cannot be directed for local travel.

2. The attached revision is forwarded for information purposes only. No coordination or comments are required.

3. This revision was initiated by PDTATAC Staff.

4. These changes are scheduled to appear in the JTR, dated 1 May 2016.

5. This determination is effective when printed in the JTR.

6. Action Officer: Lynn Wawrzyniak (tracie.l.wawrzyniak.civ@mail.mil).

JOEL T. RIDENOUR
Chief, Policy and Regulations Branch

Attachment:
Rev 1

**Uniformed E-Mail Distribution:**
MAP Members  P&R Branch  PMO-DTS  GSA-3FT  GSA-OGP(MTT)  DTMO  PPC

**Civilian E-Mail Distribution:**
CAP Members  P&R Branch  PMO-DTS  GSA-3FT  GSA-OGP(MTT)  DTMO  CBCA Judges
2800 GENERAL

*A. Authority

1. Service/DoD Agency designated officials may authorize/approve transportation expense reimbursement incurred by a traveler conducting official business in the PDS/TDY local area.

2. \textit{POC travel may not be directed}; but is permitted:
   
a. In the Gov’t’s interest, or
   
b. For the traveler’s convenience.
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